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(57) ABSTRACT 

This invention of a jumping rope device is comprised of 
Wire Rope the core of Which is made of tWisted Wire strands 
being covered With plastic Whereby the Wire Rope, as 
normal jump rope, is linked With the handles respectively at 
the end of the Wire Rope; both handles are identical each 
other in its structure Wherein the main body is of a elongated 
cylinder at one end of Which is externally threaded thus to 
receive internally threaded cap having a central hole Which 
is inWardly protruded With an annular Wall to function as 
bearing in connection With the Wire Rope holder by means 
of screW bolt to adjust the length of the Wire Rope by height 
of the jump rope user; the Wire Rope can be used for rope 
jumping exercise in a Worst Weather such as With strong 
Wind over 30 miles per hour. 
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LENGTH-ADJUSTABLE ALL-WEATHER J UMPING 
ROPE DEVICE 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] The inventor of the present invention has a long 
history in his personal life in connection With Jump Rope 
Which he started from Jan. 1, 1960, from the starting point 
in 1,000 revolutions of rope jumping every morning, With 
almost no skipping days ever since, While reneWed chal 
lenge With unvacillating intrepidity, because the rope jump 
ing exercise Which takes less than ten minutes has brought 
about tremendous advocate in his health maintenance, year 
in year out, particularly related With active heart pulsation 
and positive supply of fresh air soaked blood to brain 
through the regular exercise early in the morning, and in the 
meantime he has changed all kinds of jump ropes While 
evaluating Which Was the best. Through his experiences of 
rope jumping history, What he Was frustrated most Was 
Windy days When he Was unable to do rope jumping in the 
Wind that devastating the challenging rhythm of rope jump 
ing, and consequently he found the best one using the 
jumping code With the Wire Rope Which is made of cable of 
tWisted Wire strands that is covered With thermoplastic, such 
that there is no problem even before a strong Wind of over 
30 miles per hour. The present inventor has been using the 
neW jump rope material since ?ve years ago, While distrib 
uting the neW ones more than 50 sets to his friends Who 
urged him to apply a U.S. patent. In this regard, the present 
inventor has closely referred the folloWing U.S. patents: 

U.S. Pat. No. 5688213 Exercise apparatus 
U.S. Pat. No. 5445586 Structure of Jump Rope 
U.S. Pat. No. 5749812 Speed Jump Rope Ball-bearing sWivel attachment 
U.S. Pat. No. 5842766 Fiber optic jump rope device 
U.S. Pat. No. 5842956 Strength resistance training jump rope 
U.S. Pat. No. 5895341 Jump rope simulator 
U.S. Pat. No. 6001048 Musical jump rope 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] The present invention of jumping rope apparatus is 
comprised of a suf?cient length of Wire Rope and a pair of 
thermosetting plastic handles, Which are identical each other 
in structure; the Wire Rope is made of several cables each of 
Which is of tWisted Wire strands, and the cable core of the 
Wire Rope is coated With plastic cover that is tightly 
immersed throughout the surface of the cable core, and 
therefore in quality aspect the Wire Rope is of high density 
yet With perfect ?exibility, such that the Wire Rope is 
longitudinally bent to extreme degree, though, it returns to 
straight When it is released from bending. In the Weight 
aspect, a set of Wire Rope With measurement of 105 inches 
in length and 3/32 inch diameter Weighs same as that of 
conventional jump rope that is measured 105 inches long 
and 1A1 inch in diameter. The handle made of thermosetting 
plastic is consisted of tWo parts—one in an elongated 
cylinder With one open end having ?ange and external 
threads thereon and another one as cap With internal threads 
and having a hole at the hemispherical center Which is 
internally protruded With peripheral surface for the function 
of sliding bearing in connection With the loWer part of the 
Code Holder having a screW bolt that is manipulated by 
means of screW driver in order to adjust the length of the 
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Jumping Rope suited to a user’s height for Which the 
cylindrical space of the elongated handle is enough retaining 
about ?ve inches of the end portion of the jumping rope 
Whereby to adjust correct length of the rope suitable to user’s 
height. When the length of the Wire Rope is correctly ?xed 
by adjusting and tightening the screW bolt of the Wire Rope 
Holder through Which the jumping rope is passed and safely 
held by the screW bolt thereof Whereby the outer surface of 
the Wire Rope Holder is sliding in touch With the peripheral 
hoop of the internally protruded hole of the cap as such that 
When in operation, both ends of the Wire Rope held Within 
the cylindrical spaces of the handles are just smoothly 
slipping With the revolutions of the jumping rope. In this 
context, the peripheral hoop of the thermosetting plastic cap 
is safe to resist to the friction caused With the outer surface 
of the Wire Rope Holder because the quality of the thermo 
setting plastic is safe enough up to 500 degrees in Fahren 
heit. As stated above, the present invention is very simple to 
assemble and even With one set of Jump Rope everyone of 
a family can enjoy by readjusting the length of the jump rope 
by means of manipulating the screW bolts contained in the 
handles With use of a screW driver, and in addition once it is 
on marketing, the price may be the loWest compared With the 
conventional jumping ropes in the market. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0003] FIG. 1 is longitudinally depicting cross sectional 
vieW of the handle, such as Elongated Cylinder (1) contain 
ing the end part of Wire Rope (3) Which is passed through 
the handle Cap (2) ?xed to the Elongated Cylinder (1) by 
means of threads, and the Wire Rope in the meantime is 
?rmly held by the Wire Rope Holder 

[0004] FIG. 2 depicts the exploded vieW of the Wire Rope 
With Core (3-41) of the tWisted cables and Plastic Cover (3-b). 
FIG.3 shoWs Wire Rope Holder (4) Which is adjustably 
holding Wire Rope by means of ScreW Bolt (4-a) With 
threads (4-b) thereon. 

[0005] FIG. 4 is the perspective broken vieW of the Cap 
(2) shoWing the inWardly protruded Hoop (2-a). 
[0006] The FIG. 5 shoWs the jumping rope Which is 
adjusted to the maximum length, and 

[0007] FIG. 6 is the shortened length of the Wire Rope for 
rope jumping. 

DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

[0008] The present invention of the Length Adjustable All 
Weather Jumping Rope Device is closely related With the 
personal life of the inventor Whose daily motto is ?rst to 
have rope jumping one thousand revolutions every morning 
Which noWadays need less than 400 seconds since Jan. 1, 
1960, and ever since he has realiZed With the remarkable 
health improvement and spiritual positiveness Which he 
regards most important of all in human daily life. 

[0009] The jumping rope of the present invention is very 
easy to assemble such as the plastic Handles, identical each 
other, respectively have a internally threaded Cap (2) Which 
is to be ?xed to Elongated Cylinder (1) the open end of 
Which is also threaded With annular ?ange right above the 
Cap (2) fringe. 
[0010] For assembly, each end of the Wire Rope is put 
through the inWardly protruded Hoop (2-a) and then pass the 
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hole of the Wire Rope Holder (4) whereupon the Wire Rope 
(3) is tightened With the ScreW Bolt (4-a) after adjustment of 
the length of the Wire Rope to meet the height of a user. 
Since the Wire Rope is of the tWisted cable core covered 
With plastic, its quality is very stiff yet signi?cantly ?exible 
for operation of rope jumping exercise, so that there is no 
disturbance With a longer end of the Wire Rope that 
extended inside the Handle Cylinder for the length adjust 
ment. 

I claim: 
1. The Length Adjustable All Weather Jumping Rope 

Device is comprised of Wire Rope the core of Which is 
fabricated With cables of tWisted Wire strands and externally 
covered With plastic, 
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2. The Jumping Rope Device includes a pair of Handles 
Which are identical each other; having an elongated cylinder 
and cap, and the elongated cylinder being With one end 
closed and the other end ?anged With threads to have Cap 
?xed thereon, and Cap has a hole at the hemispherical center 
that is inWardly protruded to form Hoop for slide bearing 
function along With the outer annular Wall of the Wire Rope 
Holder device; 

3. The Wire Rope Holder is of a metal Hoop With one side 
that is penetrated With a hole accommodating screW bolt 
thereon Which, When tightened, is to hold the Wire Rope; as 
such the length of the Wire Rope can be adjustable With use 
of the Wire Rope Holder for an individual user’s height. 

* * * * * 


